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Abstract Modern psychometric methods for scoring the Clinician & Group Consumer

Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CG-CAHPS�) instrument can improve

the precision of patient scores. The extent to which these methods can improve the reliable

estimation and comparison of individual physician performance, however, remains

unclear. Using CG-CAHPS� data from 12,244 unique patients of 448 primary care phy-

sicians in southern California, four methods were used to calculate composite scores: (1)

standard scoring, (2) a single factor confirmatory factor analysis model, (3) a bifactor

model, and (4) a correlated factor model. We extracted factor scores for physicians from

each model and adjusted the scores for respondent characteristics, including age, educa-

tion, self-rated physical health, and race/ethnicity. Physician-level reliability and physician

rankings were examined across the four methods. The bifactor and correlated factor models

achieved the best fit for the core CG-CAHPS� questions from the three core composite

measures. Compared to standard adjusted scoring, the bifactor model scores resulted in a

25 % reduction in required sample sizes per physician. The correlation of physician

rankings between scoring methods ranged from 0.58 to 0.86. The discordance of physician

rankings across scoring methods was most pronounced in the middle of the performance

distribution. Using modern psychometric methods to score physician performance on the

core CG-CAHPS� questions may improve the reliability of physician performance esti-

mates on patient experience measures, thereby reducing the required respondent sample

sizes per physician compared to standard scoring. To assess the predictive validity of the

CG-CAHPS� scores generated by modern psychometric methods, future research should
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examine the relative association of different scoring methods and important patient-cen-

tered outcomes of care.

Keywords Performance measurement � CAHPS� � Primary care physicians �
Psychometric analyses � Ranking

1 Background

The Clinician & Group Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CG-

CAHPS�) survey is increasingly being used in public reporting and pay-for-performance

initiatives in the United States (Browne et al. 2010; Rodriguez et al. 2009b) and to examine

the impact of physician communication training (Beach et al. 2005; Rao et al. 2007) and

primary care delivery system interventions (Browne et al. 2010; Campbell et al. 2010;

Sequist et al. 2009). Further, physician-specific patient experience data are also being used

to facilitate patient selection of primary care physicians and primary care practice sites in

some settings (Fanjiang et al. 2007). Given the utility of physician-specific CG-CAHPS�

information in providing actionable information to ambulatory care stakeholders (Browne

et al. 2010), valid and reliable data collection are important considerations. Collecting

physician-specific information from patients, however, can come at a substantial cost to

physician organizations, payers, and quality improvement initiatives (Rodriguez et al.

2006). To improve measurement precision and reduce patient survey data collection costs

in quality improvement (QI) initiatives, it is important that analytic methods maximize the

efficiency of making physician and practice comparisons on patient experience measures.

Statistical advances may improve measurement precision or physician-level reliability,

thereby reducing patient sample size requirements and costs of measuring physician per-

formance on patient experience measures (Holmboe et al. 2010; Kaplan et al. 2009; Ly-

ratzopoulos et al. 2011). Previous analyses of the CG-CAHPS� data indicate that 30–45

patient responses per physician are required to achieve adequate physician-level reliability

(aMD = 0.70) when unweighted averages (total or ‘‘standard’’ scores) are used to calculate

composite measures (Hays et al. 2003a; Nelson et al. 2004; Rodriguez et al. 2009a, c;

Roland et al. 2009; Safran et al. 2006b). Although these sample size requirements are

modest, patients are increasingly reluctant to participate in surveys and response rates to

patient surveys have been steadily declining, increasing costs per completed survey.

Consequently, analytic approaches that enable equally valid and reliable estimates of

individual physician performance on patient experience measures with less data can reduce

overall survey data collection requirements and costs.

1.1 The CG-CAHPS� as a unidimensional or multidimensional survey

The composite scoring method delineated in the CG-CAHPS� analysis guidance recom-

mends that users calculate three case-mix adjusted composite scores from the completed

survey questions by taking the unweighted average of questions comprising each of the

three core composite measures: physician communication, access to care, and office staff

interactions (Dyer et al. 2012). Cognitive testing of CAHPS� surveys suggests that patients

think of the patient experience domains as separate constructs and better understand the

data presented in that form (Harris-Kojetin et al. 1999; Schnaier et al. 1999). However,
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recent research suggests that the ambulatory care CAHPS� questions can be modeled as

unidimensional and multidimensional constructs (Reise et al. 2007), underscoring that

there is substantial covariation among CAHPS� core composite measures, i.e., commu-

nication, access to care, and office staff interaction. Because of the small number of items

compromising the office staff interactions composite (2 items) and our interest in assessing

the impact of using psychometric methods on the ranking of individual physicians, we

focused our analyses on comparing overall physician composite scores across scoring

methods rather than separate composite scores for each the three core measures.

1.2 Composite scoring methods and item difficulty

We were interested in exploring how different methods for scoring patient responses to the CG-

CAHPS� surveys (Table 3) can influence the rankings of individual primary care physicians.

Quantitative comparisons of different factor models were presented in Reise et al. 2007. The

standard scoring approach (Model A) is the most common method utilized for ranking phy-

sicians based on patient experience measures (Anastario et al. 2010). Although standard scoring

is simple to understand and implement, it ignores the distribution of item difficulties. For

standard scoring to discriminate performance well across the whole performance range, the

item difficulties must be evenly spaced across the continuum of the trait or attribute measured

by the test. One way to assess this is by examining the test characteristic curve, a plot of the most

likely standard score associated with each level of the trait or attribute, i.e. the patient’s

experience of care. The test characteristic curve for the CG-CAHPS� questions is curvilinear

(Appendix B), indicating that a 1-unit difference in the standard score at the lower end of the

scale (people with worse care experiences) does not provide the same level of performance

discrimination as an identical 1-unit difference at the higher end of the scale (people with more

favorable care experiences) (Rodriguez and Crane 2011). The CG-CAHPS� includes a diverse

set of questions related to physician-level experiences (physician communication) and ques-

tions assessing primary care clinic experiences (access to care and office staff interactions). It is

likely that the various questions do not contribute equally to patients’ overall experiences of

care. Failure to address curvilinearity may lead to biased estimates of the underlying trait, i.e.,

patient’s experience of care, when standard scores are employed in linear regression models or

other statistical approaches that assume a linear scaling metric.

Modern psychometric theory provides alternative scoring methods that address curvi-

linearity. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is one modern psychometric approach. In CFA

models, the covariance between items is explained with a single common latent variable (in

our example, the overall quality of the patient’s experience). In CFA scoring, no assumptions

are made a priori about the weighting for each question compromising the composite mea-

sure. CFA is a data-driven approach that estimates difficulty and discrimination parameters of

each item. Figure 1 depicts path diagrams of the four models we implemented.

The CG-CAHPS� includes items that assess the clinical interaction and organizational aspects

of care. A score derived from 12 items (Models A and B) is conceptually broader than if subsets of

the CG-CAHPS� questions associated with ‘‘physicians’’ or the ‘‘practice’’ are considered.

Unlike the standard score derived from Model A, the factor scores extracted from Model B

account for the difficulty and discrimination of the various CG-CAHPS� questionnaire items.

Another approach to account for the separate physician-level and practice-level con-

structs is the bifactor model. In a bifactor model (Model C), a general factor (overall

quality of the patient’s experience) is posited that explains covariance between all of the

items, and secondary factors capture covariation across selected groups of items (questions
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primarily associated with the physician and questions primarily associated with the prac-

tice) independent of the covariation attributable to the general factor. Patient experience

surveys like the CG-CAHPS� have been found to have better fit statistics for a bifactor

Fig. 1 Item response theory/confirmatory factor analysis models used to model the CG-CAHPS�. Note:
Model A = 12 item standard/total score model, Model B = 12 item single factor model, Model C = 12
item bifactor model, Model D = physician score from 12 item correlated factor model. The standard score
model can be thought of as a factor model where a each item has the same loading (1) and b thresholds
(asterix) are identical at fixed values for all items. All loadings and thresholds were freely estimated for
Models B, C and D. Gray ellipses indicate the factor scores that were extracted for analyses summarized
above. Item Q10 was dropped from the analyses because of low coverage
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model(s) due to their underlying multidimensional construct (Reise et al. 2007; Rodriguez

and Crane 2011).

Another way to model the core CG-CAHPS� items is to use a correlated factor model

(Model D). Model D suggests that CG-CAHPS� indicators can be conceptualized as

measuring two distinct but correlated underlying factors—a physician factor and a practice

factor. Two secondary residual correlations capture additional covariation between pairs of

indicators beyond their relationship with the overall practice factor.

Our interest was in ranking physicians, so we extracted physician factor scores (designated

with a gray ellipse in Fig. 1) from each of the three psychometric models. To our knowledge,

no previous research has compared standard scoring and modern psychometric scoring

methods for evaluating the performance of individual physicians on patient experience

measures. Here we compare the reliability of physician performance comparisons on patient

experience measures (Hays et al. 2003b; Holmboe et al. 2010; Safran et al. 2006a; Sequist

et al. 2010) under modern psychometric scoring methods and standard scoring methods. In

addition, we examine the extent to which the various scoring methods result in similar or

divergent rankings of individual physicians across the performance continuum.

2 Methods

The study analyzed 2008 CG-CAHPS� survey data from a primary care quality improvement

project focused on improving patients experiences involving eight southern California physician

organizations (6 independent practice associations and 2 integrated medical groups). Random

samples of approximately 75 commercially insured patients per physician were mailed patient

experience surveys. Patients were eligible if they had at least one visit with their primary care

physician (named in the survey) during the 12 months prior to the date the survey was fielded and

administrative data from the physician organization indicated that they were established

members of one of the organization’s primary care physicians. The patient survey administration

achieved a 39 % response rate and includes 12,244 unique patients of 448 primary care phy-

sicians (average patients per physician = 27.3, SD = 11.0). Patients in the analytic sample all

self-reported having an established relationship with the primary care physician named in the

survey and endorsed having had at least one visit with the physician during the prior 12 months.

The survey was fielded in English and included the core CG-CAHPS� composite measures:

physician communication (6 items), access to care (5 items), and office staff interactions (2

items). The CG-CAHPS� survey included twelve month reference periods for all questions and

all questions are experience-based reports. All core CG-CAHPS� questions employed the

6-point response option version that includes the following categories: ‘‘Always,’’ ‘‘Almost

Always,’’ ‘‘Usually,’’ ‘‘Sometimes,’’ ‘‘Almost Never,’’ and ‘‘Never.’’ Responses were scored

with values ranging from 0 to 5, where ‘‘Never’’ = 0 and ‘‘Always’’ = 5. Item descriptions

appear in Table 3. Previous analyses highlight the absence of differential item functioning (DIF)

from multiple sources for the CG-CAHPS� measures (Rodriguez and Crane 2011).

3 Analyses

We calculated composite scores using four different scoring approaches. Model A is the

standard scoring approach; Models B-D are modern psychometric approaches to scoring.

The item (Q10) —…when you called this doctor’s office after regular office hours, how

often did you get the medical help or advice you needed?—was dropped from all models
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when calculating the composite measures because the item had a high proportion of

missing and ‘‘not applicable’’ responses (65.9 %). Other items had little missing data. We

performed listwise deletion to facilitate head to head comparison among the different

scoring techniques. The models for generating the patient-level composite scores are:

3.1 Model A

Standard scoring of the 12 CG-CAHPS� questions (communication, access to care, office

staff interactions), calculating an average score for each patient.

The three modern psychometric models (Fig. 1, models B-D) included:

3.2 Model B

A single factor score using all 12 CG-CAHPS� questions for each patient.

3.3 Model C

A bifactor model (Reise et al. 2007) with the six physician communication questions

modeled as one of the secondary factors; the four ‘access to care’ and two ‘office staff

interaction’ questions modeled as the other secondary factor and a residual correlation

respectively to generate a score for each patient. We considered several related bifactor

models and found that Model C presented in the figure to have the best fit statistics of the

bifactor models. Factor scores for the different, but related, models were extremely highly

correlated, so we chose to use the best fitting of the bifactor models for the analyses.

3.4 Model D

A correlated factor model where the two factors are ‘‘physicians’’ and ‘‘practice’’. Two

‘access to care’ and two ‘office staff interaction’ questions were modeled as residual corre-

lations under the ‘‘practice’’ factor. We considered several similar correlated factor models,

but found Model D to have the best fit statistics of similar models examined. Similar to the

bifactor model selection, we selected the best fitting of the correlated factor models for the

analyses. It should be noted that only fit criteria—not associations with outcomes—were used

to select the best of the best bifactor (Model C) and correlated factor (Model D) models.

We extracted factor scores for physicians from each model for use in subsequent

analyses. All four scores were transformed to z-scores for ease of comparison. We case-

mix adjusted each score for patient characteristics, as is necessary when comparing CG-

CAHPS� measures across organizations or conducting individual physicians comparisons

(Zaslavsky et al. 2001) because some patient factors that are associated with CG-CAHPS�

scores are not amenable to intervention by health delivery organizations or physicians. The

CG-CAHPS� instructions (Dyer et al. 2012) for analyzing the data recommend that users

calculate case-mix adjusted scores for each of the survey composite measures (commu-

nication, access, office staff interactions) using patient age (18–24, 25–34, 35–44, 45–54,

55–64, 65–74, 75–84, and 85 years or older), education (\ 8th grade, some high school,

high school graduate, some college, college graduate, and graduate school), and self-

reported health (excellent, very good, good, fair, and poor). We used these same case-mix

adjusters. Although not specifically delineated as a case-mix adjuster in the CG-CAHPS�

guidance, considerable evidence indicates that patient race/ethnicity meets the criteria for
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case-mix adjusters (Eselius et al. 2008; Goldstein et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2010;

O’Malley et al. 2005). As a result, we also adjust for patient race and ethnicity (Hispanic,

non-Hispanic White, African-American, and Asian). Ethnicity was non-missing for 90.5 %

of the sample. Respondents with missing ethnicity information were omitted from the

analyses.

Next, we compared the four composite scores on two important criteria for measures

used in ongoing physicians’ performance assessment and improvement activities. First, we

estimated the physician-level reliability using one-way analysis of variance models of each

of the four scores. Physician-level reliability (range 0.1–1.0) indicates the proportion of the

variance in physician-level scores attributable to true differences between physician per-

formance (as opposed to within-physician sampling error (Lyratzopoulos et al. 2011). We

also calculated the sample sizes required to achieve adequate (aMD = 0.70) and good

(aMD = 0.85) physician-level reliability using the intra-physician correlation and the

Spearman–Brown prophecy formula (McHorney et al. 1994):

Reliability ¼ ðn� ICCÞ=f1þ ðn� 1Þ � ICCg; ð1Þ

where

ICC ¼ Variance between physicians=Variance between and within physicians

in patient-level scores
ð2Þ

Second, we used Kendall’s s correlation coefficient to examine the consistency of phy-

sician rankings based on each of the four scoring methods. A Kendall’s s of 1 would indicate

that physicians were ranked in exactly the same order for two scoring methods being com-

pared. A Kendall’s s correlation coefficient of 0.80 would mean that 10 % ((1–0.8)/2) of all

possible physician pairings have different orders for the two scoring approaches being

compared. We examined Kendall’s s to see how well each version approximates the most

efficient scoring method, as determined from our reliability and sample size criteria. Finally,

we plotted the physician rankings for each method to clarify the extent to which concordance

of physician rankings was similar or different across the performance continuum.

4 Results

Overall, 62 % of the commercially-insured survey respondents were female, 13 % reported

fair or poor self-rated health, 5 % did not complete high school, 31 % were Latino, and

4 % were African-American. The factor loadings for the psychometric models (Models B–

D) are detailed in Table 4. The CFA analyses indicate that the single factor (Model B)

model fit was somewhat inconsistent across fit indices, with acceptable comparative fit

index (CFI) = 0.92 and Tucker–Lewis index (TLI) = 0.96, but a poor root mean square

error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.23. CFI and TLI around 0.95 and RMSEA around

0.05 are generally considered to indicate very good fit (Reeve et al. 2007). In contrast, the

bifactor model (Model C) had better fit across indices, with CFI = 0.98, TLI = 0.99, and

RMSEA = 0.09. The correlated-factor model (Model D) had the best overall fit with

CFI = 0.99, TLI = 0.99, RMSEA = 0.06. The resulting factor scores were highly cor-

related with the standard score (Pearson correlation ranged between 0.90 and 0.93).

Adequate physician-level reliability (aMD = 0.70) was achieved with 12 patients per

physician when the items were scored using the bifactor model (Table 1; Model C), fewer

than the 16 patients required when using the standard total score (Table 1; Model A). To
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achieve a higher standard of reliability (aMD = 0.85), 30 patients per physician were required

using the bifactor model (Model C), while 39 responses required to achieve the same level of

physician-level reliability using the standard scoring approach (Model A). The results indi-

cate that bifactor scoring reduces sample size requirements for physician performance

comparisons by approximately 25 % compared to the standard scoring method.

The Kendall s findings indicate that the psychometric scoring methods (Table 2; Models

B-D) result in somewhat different ranking of individual physicians compared to standard

scoring method (Table 2; Model A). The single factor CFA model (Model B) resulted in

physician rankings that were most consistent with scores generated using standard scoring

approaches (Kendall’s s = 0.86). Physician rankings were moderately-to-highly correlated

across the four scoring methods, with the exception for the adjusted bifactor score (Model C)

and the adjusted correlated factor score (Model D), where physician rankings diverged (Ken-

dall’s s = 0.58). Figure 2 depicts the consistency and divergence in physician rankings by

scoring method. Physician rankings generated by the different models are more consistent at the

two extremes of performance (for example, the top and bottom 5 % of the 448 physicians).

Physician rankings across the scoring methods are highly divergent in the middle of the per-

formance continuum and most consistent on the extremes of the performance continuum.

5 Discussion

As the CG-CAHPS� is increasingly used in high stakes initiatives like public reporting and pay

for performance programs, it is important to employ data collection protocols and analytic

methods that enable valid and reliable performance measurement and comparisons of indi-

vidual physicians and practices. It is also important that the costs and respondent burden

associated with such efforts not exceed what is needed for valid and reliable measurement. Our

study compared four conceptually-driven scoring approaches for scoring patient experience

measures, including adjusted scores generated using the standard CG-CAHPS� guidance

(Model A) and the bifactor model (Model C), which has been found to have better model fit than

single factor CFA models in previous studies (Reise et al. 2007) and in our analyses.

We found that the bifactor model appears to have important efficiency advantages for

comparing physician performance on patient experience measures, equivalent to a 25 %

reduction in required sample size at any specified level of reliability for measuring phy-

sician performance using CG-CAHPS�. In absence of an external validation criterion,

improvements in reliability and sample size reduction could be helpful in choosing one

scoring technique over another since a more reliable scale leads to a smaller sample size

Table 1 Intraclass correlations (ICCs) and sample size requirements, by scoring method

Scores from models ICC estimate (95 % confidence interval) Estimated sample size requirement

aMD = 0.7 aMD = 0.85

A 0.128 (0.11–0.15) 16 39

B 0.113 (0.10–0.13) 18 44

C 0.160 (0.14–0.18) 12 30

D 0.100 (0.08–0.12) 21 51

ICCs are estimated using an average sample of 27 patients per physician. Bold denotes the superior scoring
approach based on the ICC criterion. Score A = 12 item total score; Score B = 12 item single factor score;
Score C = 12 item bifactor score; Score D = physician score from 12 item correlated factor score
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needed for analysis resulting in cost savings. To clarify the efficiency benefits of individual

physician comparisons on the CG-CAHPS�, future studies should replicate our approach.

Our assessment of the impact of using different scoring methods on individual physician

rankings underscores that the individual rankings on the CG-CAHPS� are somewhat sensitive

to the choice of scoring method. Physician rankings were moderately to strongly correlated

across scoring methods, with the exception of the bifactor model and the correlated factor

models. Rankings were especially divergent in the middle of the performance continuum. Our

results indicate that modeling decisions can affect the ranking of individual physician and this

suggests that the differences in physician ranking are large enough to have significant impact on

the allocation of performance-based incentive payments (Roland et al. 2009) among physi-

cians, especially in the middle of the performance continuum. In the interest of equitable

performance of individual physicians on patient experience measures, more research assessing

the impact of scoring and case-mix adjustment on individual profiling is warranted.

Our results should be considered in light of important limitations. Our sample consisted of

commercially-insured patients who tend to be of higher socioeconomic status and better

health compared to other patients. The effect of modern psychometric scoring on the reli-

ability of physician performance using the CG-CAHPS� may not generalize to patients with

public insurance or to patients without health insurance. It will be important to compare

standard scores and psychometrically sophisticated scores along similar criteria in samples of

safety net patients, older adults, and non-English speaking patients (Setodji et al. 2011) to

assess the robustness of our findings. In addition, we were not able to examine physician

characteristics with the data available to us. As a result, we could not examine the role of

physician-patient sex or race concordance. Female physicians, for example, tend to care for

higher proportions of female patients and the modern psychometric scoring methods might

have different effects on performance comparisons for female versus male physicians. Given

that female patients tend to gravitate toward female primary care physicians for their care

(Fang et al. 2004), it will be important to examine the differential effects of scoring methods,

based on physician characteristics, including physician sex, in future research. The survey

had a 39 % response rate and it is possible that this is due to differential non-response by

physicians which in turn can lead to biased findings. We are unable to assess non-response

bias with the data we have, although given previous research on the impact of patient non-

response on performance comparison (Elliott et al. 2009), it is not likely that relationships

between scoring approaches would differ based on the response rate.

Table 2 Kendall correlation and pearson correlation of adjusted composite scores

Score A Score B Score C Score D

Score A 1.00

Score B s = 0.86
q = 0.93

1.00

Score C s = 0.79
q = 0.91

s = 0.75
q = 0.92

1.00

Score D s = 0.74
q = 0.90

s = 0.82
q = 0.97

s = 0.58
q = 0.82

1.00

Note: Kendall correlation (s) was computed using the case-mix adjusted scores. The Pearson correlation (q)
was calculated from patient-level scores obtained from the four models. A high s indicates that the two
scoring methods result in a very similar ranking of individual physicians. A lower s indicates that the two
scoring methods result in different rankings of individual physicians. Score A = 12 item total score; Score
B = 12 item single factor score; Score C = 12 item bifactor score; Score D = physician score from 12 item
correlated factor score
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In conclusion, our comparison of standard scoring and modern psychometric scoring

methods for patient experience measures suggests that the bifactor model can improve the

precision of individual physician performance comparisons based on ambulatory care

experience measures. Model fit is only one criterion by which one might choose a scoring

approach. In this instance, the bifactor model fit nearly as well, and smaller patient sample

sizes per physician are needed to reliably discern differences among individual physicians.

This is an important advantage over the correlated factor model, which had better model

fit. Many health care delivery system stakeholders would consider a 25 % reduction in

sample size requirements to be a meaningful efficiency gain for patient experience data

collection efforts. The complexity of psychometric scoring methods (used to implement the

bifactor model) and perceived difficulty of implementing and communicating the scoring

Fig. 2 Comparison of individual physician rankings on CG-CAHPS�, by scoring method. The scatterplot
matrix shows the correlation between the rankings generated by using the four different models; A = 12
item total score model; B = 12 item single factor score model; C = 12 item bifactor score; D = physician
score from 12 item correlated factor score. The hexagonal binning plot divides each screen on a hexagonal
grid and shows the density of points falling in each hexagon (darker more agreement and whiter less
agreement). The plots show that the four different scores agree more at the two extremes but the agreement
diminishes as we move away from the two ends. The figure was produced in R using the hexbin package.
Code for generating the plot can be obtained from the authors on request
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approach, however, may be less appealing to some stakeholders. We provide detailed

information in our appendices to aid future research and the implementation of scores for

quality improvement initiatives (Appendix D). Because physician scores and rankings are

sensitive to modeling decisions, future research should compare the predictive validity of

standard and modern psychometric scoring methods for the CG-CAHPS� core questions,

including the relative association of scores with important and consequential outcomes of

patient care (Hickson et al. 2007).

Appendix 1

See Table 3.

Table 3 Clinician & group CAHPS� questions

Item Question CG CAHPS
composite

Q1 …how often did this doctor explain things in a way that was easy to
understand?

Communication

Q2 …how often did this doctor listen carefully to you? Communication

Q3 …how often did this doctor give you easy-to-understand instructions
about what to do to take care of the health problems or concerns that
were bothering you?a

Communication

Q4 …how often did this doctor seem to know the important information
about your medical history?

Communication

Q5 …how often did this doctor spend enough time with you? Communication

Q6 …how often did this doctor show respect for what you had to say? Communication

Q7 …when you called this doctor’s office to get an appointment for care
you needed right away, how often did you get an appointment as
soon as you thought you needed it?a

Access to care

Q8 …when you made an appointment for a check-up or routine care with
this doctor, how often did you get an appointment as soon as you
thought you needed it?a

Access to care

Q9 …when you called this doctor’s office with a medical question during
regular office hours, how often did you get an answer to your
question
that same day?a

Access to care

Q10 …when you called this doctor’s office after regular office hours, how
often did you get the medical help or advice you needed?

Access to care

Q11 Wait time includes times spent in the waiting room and exam room. In
the last 12 months, how often did your visits at this doctor’s office
start
within 15 minutes of your appointment?

Access to care

Q12 …how often were clerks and receptionists at this doctor’s office as
helpful
as you thought they should be?

Office staff

Q13 …how often did clerks and receptionists at this doctor’s office treat
you with courtesy and respect?

Office staff

The 6-point response option version was used that includes the following categories: ‘‘Always’’, ‘‘Almost
Always’’, ‘‘Usually’’, ‘‘Sometimes’’, ‘‘Almost Never’’, and ‘‘Never
a Denotes that the question had a screener question (Yes/No) to exclude respondents that were not qualified
to respond to the question
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Appendix 2: Test characteristic curve (TCC) based on the 12 CAHPS� survey items

The test characteristic curve (TCC) is a plot of the most likely score associated with

each level of cognitive functioning. It is useful for assessing whether the relationship

between standard scores and the underlying level of cognitive functioning is linear. One

can obtain the test characteristic curve by evaluating the probability of a given response

at each ability level for all the items in the test using a given item characteristic curve

model. Once these probabilities are obtained, they are summed at each ability level to

produce the TCC.

The CG-CAHPS� questionnaire produced a non-linear test characteristic curve, with

steeper slopes at the lower end and shallow slopes at upper end. Curvilinear scaling

metrics make the use of traditional scores somewhat problematic, as they suggest a

non-linear relationship between total scores and the underlying construct measured by

the test. Regression and change score analyses assume that the scaling metric is lin-

ear—that is, a change of a few points at the top end of the scale has the same

implication as a change of the same few points at the bottom end of the scale. The

linear assumption was not met here (Crane et al. 2008).

Appendix 3

See Table 4.
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Appendix 4: Code used to generate the factor scores from the confirmation factor
analysis models:

We ran Mplus models from inside Stata statistical software using the runmplus.ado script

written by one of our colleagues Dr. Rich Jones.

Model B) Estimating single factor score with 12 items

runmplus id Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q11 Q12 Q13,///

idvariable(id) categorical (Q1–Q13)///

model(factor by Q1–Q13*; factor @ 1;) output (standardized)///

Model C) Estimating bi-factor score with 12 items

runmplus id Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q11 Q12 Q13,///

idvariable(id) categorical (Q1–Q13)///

model (factor by Q1–Q13*; factor@1;///

f1 by Q1–Q6*; f1@1;///

f2 by Q7-Q11*; f2@1;///

Q12 with Q13;///

factor with f1-f2@0; f1 with f2@0;) output (standardized)///

Model D) Estimating physician score from a correlated factor structure with 12 items

runmplus id Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q11 Q12 Q13,///

idvariable(id) categorical (Q1–Q13)///

model(doctor by Q1–Q6;///

clinic by Q7–Q13; Q9 with Q11;///

Q12 with Q13;) output (standardized)///

Table 4 Factor loadings for the different psychometric models

Model B Model C Model D

Loading on
primary
factor

Loading on
primary
factor

Loading on secondary
factor or residual
correlation

Loading on
primary
factor

Loading on secondary
factor or residual
correlation

Q1 0.92 0.69 0.63 0.93

Q2 0.95 0.69 0.67 0.96

Q3 0.92 0.71 0.61 0.93

Q4 0.87 0.69 0.56 0.89

Q5 0.91 0.72 0.58 0.93

Q6 0.93 0.69 0.64 0.94

Q7 0.82 0.76 0.52 0.76 0.63a

Q8 0.83 0.78 0.50 0.79

Q9 0.55 0.62 0.08 0.63

Q11 0.71 0.84 -0.01 0.83

Q12 0.83 0.77 0.71a 0.77 0.71a

Q13 0.82 0.78 0.78

Model A = 12 item standard/total score model; Model B = 12 item single factor model; Model C = 12
item bifactor model; Model D = physician score from 12 item correlated factor model (the correlation
between the physician and clinic factors was 0.75)
a Indicate residual correlation
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